‘We agreed the
design goal
would be to
infuse color
with a modern
mix of old
and new to
reflect the
family’s lifestyle
and values.’
— Shay Geyer, IBB Design

Family
FARMHOUSE
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Family Farmhouse
Interior design and story by Shay Geyer

From the moment I met Ashley McCurry to begin
working on her new home in Southlake, I knew a fun
project was in store. Ashley lights up a room with
her bright and joyful spirit.
She and her husband, Brandon, were seeking a
design that could grow with their family. Ashley
loved the laidback and vintage aspects of farmhouse
style, but didn’t want it to feel clichéd. We agreed the
design goal would be to infuse color with a modern
mix of old and new to reflect their family’s lifestyle
and values.
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The Entry | page 7
Lively color greets you
upon entering the home’s
double wrought-iron doors.
While the door’s lines are
clean and modern, its
hardware provides a sneak
peek into the vintage accents
placed throughout the home.
A vibrant, abstract oil painting
sets a cheerful tone above the
entry console, which features
polished-chrome hardware
and pattern detailing.
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The Family
Room | 1
The family room is the hub
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into the room.

statement, it’s also any chef’s

with a chevron pattern and

dream appliance and the

aqua accent adds playfulness

cocktail table, spindle chair

perfect addition for those

to the area.

and ottoman pay homage to

with a passion for cooking.

A large distressed-wood

the farmhouse style. A pair

The kitchen’s island is a

of the house and offers the

of ottomans upholstered

popular gathering spot with

ideal setting for entertaining

Shay Geyer, owner and designer

in a bright green and aqua

upholstered black-and-white

at IBB Design Fine Furnishings,

family and friends.

pattern provide another pop

swivel counter stools with

Plentiful seating was high on
Ashley and Brandon’s priority
list: A large sofa in a Sunbrella

of color and extra seating for
entertaining.
Reclaimed beams, exposed

fabric with black onyx

brick and vintage door

nailheads was designed for

hardware accentuate the

their spacious family room. A

farmhouse architectural style.

favorite design element of the

Vintage accessories, new

sofa is the tailored detailing

items and family heirlooms

on its back. Monogrammed

adorn the room’s bookcases.

pillows and “pops” of aqua
complement the sofa.
A vintage-inspired rug

The Kitchen | 2

grounds the space and ties
together a palette of apple

The kitchen’s showstopper

has a passion for interiors and
interior products that makes

aqua contrast welt cord.

creating beautiful spaces for

Crystal pendants and brass

clients a true dream job. Her

plumbing are perfect accents.

vibrant personality and personal
approach to design often land
her high-profile and lifelong

The Breakfast
Nook | 3
Buffalo Check drapery
panels in black and white
dress the windows with a

clients who trust her not only
with their primary homes but
also vacation homes across the
country. Shay has served as
the design expert for WFAA’s
“Good Morning Texas” since
2006. Her design segments
may be seen on the show
every Friday morning.

solid aqua leading edge for a

Find her at:

splash of color. The black iron

Shay@IBBDesign.com
Instagram: @DesignerShay

green, aqua, black and white.

is a Lacanche range in black

drapery rod coordinates nicely

Color Block draperies add

with brass hardware and

with a chandelier above the

a dramatic contrast and

accents. Not only does it

trestle-base reclaimed wood

statement to draw guests

make a gorgeous design

dining table. A flat-weave rug

IBBDesign.com
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